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***FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE***

Legal Aid Statement on Statewide Housing Policy Proposals Included in the Senate, Assembly One-House Budget Bills

(NEW YORK, NY) – Judith Goldiner, attorney-in-charge of the Civil Law Reform Unit at The Legal Aid Society, issued the following statement in response to statewide housing policy proposals included in the New York State Senate and New York State Assembly respective one-house budget bills:

“Today’s one-house budget proposals indicate that the Legislature is finally ready to support ‘Good Cause’ eviction and the Housing Access Voucher Program, two critical measures that would provide immediate and meaningful relief to our clients who are facing eviction or experiencing homelessness.

“As budget negotiations continue, Legislators must remember that Governor Hochul’s housing plan failed to include any protections for tenants, and it’s now incumbent on both the Senate and Assembly to act, answer the cries from their constituents and see these needed bills finally enacted into law.”

“Good Cause” Eviction Legislation Background

“Good Cause” would require landlords to demonstrate a justification for evicting tenants in unregulated units, and would protect tenants from exorbitant rent hikes, restricting rent increases to either three percent or 1.5 times the inflation rate, whichever is higher.

The budget-neutral legislation would prevent landlords from denying lease renewals to tenants who have consistently abided by the terms of their leases, allowing tenants to advocate for repairs without the fear of retaliation.

The legislation has robust support across the state, with nearly 70 percent of New Yorkers, including policy and political science experts from all levels of government, in favor of passing Good Cause. Leaders of New York’s largest labor unions and New York State Attorney General Letitia James also support Good Cause.

This past January, Legal Aid released an analysis of City data that revealed that since the statewide eviction moratorium lapsed last year, executed evictions in New York City have increased almost every month.
While it is unclear which of these evictions are related to non-payment or a holdover, which is an eviction proceeding unrelated to non-payment, it is safe to conclude that many of these tenants would have benefited if “Good Cause” were enacted statewide, given the depth and breadth of the legislation.

Legal Aid Housing Court attorneys currently represent New Yorkers in hundreds of no-cause holdovers across the five boroughs, often involving the most vulnerable tenants, whose eviction would be avoided should “Good Cause” pass into law.

**Housing Access Voucher Program Background**

The Housing Access Voucher Program (HAVP) would create a state-level initiative similar to Section 8 (a federal housing assistance voucher program for assisting very low-income families, the elderly, and the disabled secure decent, safe, and sanitary housing in the private market), with a priority given to homeless New Yorkers who need a path to permanent housing, but also to families on the verge of homelessness, allowing them to stay in their current homes.

Additionally, HAVP is one of the only housing vouchers accessible to undocumented individuals and mixed-status families, households whose members include people with different citizenship or immigration statuses.

HAVP has the potential to generate savings for the state and localities by decreasing the demand for other public benefits. Massachusetts and Connecticut have had similar programs for years.
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